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SUMMARY: This paper reviews recent innovations in the use of
participatory tools and methods that are relevant to urban areas.
This includes the use of participatory approaches for understanding poverty, involving children, identifying livelihood opportunities, and monitoring and evaluating projects. It also highlights
recent literature which discusses how participatory and conventional research and planning methodologies can be combined, and
how institutional and policy contexts can be changed in order to
be more supportive of participatory learning and action.
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I. INTRODUCTION
PLA NOTES (NOTES on Participatory Learning and A ction) is an
informal publication series with three issues a year that seeks to
enable practitioners of participatory methodologies to share their
field experiences, conceptual ref lections and methodologi cal innovations. The series aims to publish f rank accounts, address issues
of practical and immediate value, encourage innovation and act as
a “voice from the field” . A lthough the series initially developed in
response to the lack of participation within most rural development projects, the f ocus has widened to include many papers of
relevance to urban development. In 1994, a special issue of PLA
Notes was dedicated to the use of “ participatory tools and methods
in urban areas”, in response to demands for information on the
use of participatory research and development approaches in community development programmes in urban areas.
Since the publication of this issue, participatory approaches have
continued to evolve and have been used in new ways to address a
b road range of issues. In addition, there has been increased reflection on the value of participatory approaches for community development. This paper was prepared in response to a request f ro m
the editors of Environment and Urbanization to consider which papers and themes published within the last f ive years of PLA Notes
have relevance f or practitioners working in urban areas.
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II. NEW CONTEXTS
a. Understanding Poverty
A NUMBER OF articles have used participatory approaches to understand the causes and local perceptions of poverty. In PLA Notes
28, Edward Breslin and Peter Del ius describe an approach to identifying poverty in South A frica that starts with the diversity of households and identifies the f eatures of a “ proper” household: who would
be in it? What would they be doing? Why is it “ ideal” ? The app roach provides important clues to local responses to depriv ation,
a reas of cooperation and conf lict between and within households,
and an idea of participants’ visions f or the f uture. Working in A ccra,
Ghana, Dan Maxwell et al. (PLA Notes 30) used participatory concept mapping to investigate the complex determinants of malnutrition: f ood, health and care. T he approach helped to establish a
sophisticated group analysis of childhood malnutrition and f acilitated discussions about potential entry points f or addressing problems. A third article, by A nne Jell ema and Marc Fiedrich (PLA
Notes 32) , explores how to build common ground f rom the div erse
realities and networks of the urban poor. Drawing on work in
Dhaka, Bangl adesh and K ampala, Uganda the authors argue that
instead of approaching urban neighbourhoods as if they were “ villages” , participatory methodologies have to be adapted to f ind common practices and, hopef ully, interests amongst people who live
i n the same neighbourhood but of ten have marked economi c and
cultural differences. Their work shows how a f lexible approach,
which builds on people’ s specific experiences, “...makes the most
of diverse, ‘messy’ urban contexts”.

b. Thinking Small
Chil dren are some of the most vulnerable members of soci ety,
yet working with them to identif y and address their needs i s also
challenging. PLA Notes 25 explored i ssues of children’ s participation and the ethical, institutional and methodological challenges
of research with children. One article ( by Rachel Baker) explore s
the use o f parti c i pato ry re se arc h w i th stree t chi l dren i n
K athmandu, Nepal and compares chil dren’ s il l-health and dietary
habits i n three diff erent environments: their homes, liv ing on the
streets, and while based at an NGO support centre. The article
also di scusses the l imi tations both in terms of the type of enquiry
and the methods that could be carried out. L ike many of the
articles in this special issue on children’ s participation, it discusses raised expectations and the disil l usionment that can occur when chil dren do not experience immedi ate outcomes or
changes as a resul t of their participation.

c. Thinking Big: Beyond Projects
Scaling up participatory research to inf luence policy and linking it to an internal process of understanding and capacity-buil ding is explored in PLA Notes 27 on “ Participation, Policy and Institutionalization” . T he papers explore the policy environment and
i nstitutional culture within which PRA is undertaken which inf luence, if not determine, the long-term success, sustainabil ity
and replication of participatory processes. It also highli ghts that
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PRA is not simply a collection of tools for data-gathering but should
be seen as part of a process of broader indiv idual and i nstituti onal reorientation and transformation. T he i ssue includes an
article ( by Somesh K umar) which f ocuses on practitioners’ attitudes and behavi our as “the foundation of true participation”.

d. Mixing and Matching
T he continued spread and scaling-up of participatory researc h
and pl anning methodol ogi es has been accompanied by many
questions related to their eff ectiveness and impact. One re c urrent theme i s the need to re turn to conventional social science
methodologies to gather some kinds of inf ormation or to gain a
statistical conf idence that cannot be achieved using participatory appraisal. PLA Notes 28 explores what is driv ing the creative
combination of methodologies, and what are the l osses and gains
when diff erent methodologies are used together or hybridi zed.
T he articles suggest that the combi ning of methodologies can
i mprove understanding of local conditions but can also throw up
new challenges, particularly f or those who are keen to enhance
local participation throug hout the research and pl anning process. The blurring of methodological boundaries calls f or increasing clarity about the principles, methods and, above all, objecti ves that gui de participatory approaches.

e. Enterprising Livelihoods
Much of the work to date on participatory approaches has f ocused upon the i nvolv ement of communi ty members i n assessing and prioritizing their needs rather than on the opportunities
that are available to them. Drawing on work f rom small enterprise development activities, PLA Notes 33 explores market opportuniti es and how resource-poor people can operate in a f astchangi ng and unpredictable environment. It describes a v ariety
of development eff orts to enhance the capability of groups i nvolved i n income generation activities to understand some of the
f inancial aspects of their enterprises, and to explore some of the
opti ons and consequences f or change. One article, by Mathilda
Roos and Mampone Mohatle, describes how a sewing and knitting group in a township i n South A f rica has taken a f resh look at
both the needs of l ocal consumers and the strengths and weaknesses of their competitors. This inf ormation enabled the gro up
to consider adapting their production away f rom what they know
how to make, to what they believe they can sell. Their work is
part of the Free State Department of A griculture’ s support f or the
development of small businesses in those communities previously
di sadvantaged by the apartheid regime.

f. New Challenges
“ Critical Reflections from Practice” was publ ished in 1995 (PLA
Notes 24) in response to the many questions that the use of parti cipatory methods has raised. Reactions to participatory methods are rarely neutral; participatory approaches are either glorif ied or vilif ied. For some, they have become a “ f lagship of necessity” with which to seek f unding, devoid of any real commi tment
to community empowerment. For others, they represent a supe rf icial pseudo-science, a poor replacement f or the real thing.
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How to Obtain PLA NOTES
or Submit a Paper to it
PLA Notes is published in
February, June and October
each year. A one-year subscription costs UK£ 20 (US$
30) but is available at no
charge to individuals and institutions in non-OECD count rie s, from b ook sh op @
iied.org. Back issues of PLA
Notes cost UK£ 8 each plus
postage and packing (for
orders from the UK, add 20
per cent; for Europe, 25 per
cent; for all other places, 40
per cent). Individual articles
can be sent on request by
contacting Jo Abbot at IIED
(jo.abbot@iied.org). Articles
are welcomed, particularly
those that assess the impacts of a participatory process on local livelihoods.
Guidelines for authors are
available on request.

For others still, participatory approaches off er exciting new ways
of working that challenge conventional rol es and hierarchies by
c reating opportunities f or people themselves to plan and to analyze.
T his theme issue describes and analyzes both the positiv e changes
and the concerns that have arisen f rom practical experiences with
using the approaches. I t brings together soci al anthropologists,
policy makers, NGO development workers, economists, ecologists
and trainers to reflect critically on the practice of PRA .

g. Monitoring and Evaluation
Participatory methodologies f or appraising natural resources and
local living conditions are increasingly widespread. But approaches
that involv e local people in evaluating projects or monitoring local
conditions are less well-developed and documented. Recently, more
o rganizations are aimi ng to develop local level monitoring and
evaluation due to the need to be accountable about money spent,
the demand f or “ communi ty participation” throughout the pl anning cycle and the need f or more information to i mprov e planning. M uch is already claimed of participatory monitoring and
evaluation: it is “ cost-effective”, “ empowering” , “ more accurate” ,
“ more relevant” , etc. However, too little is known about participatory monitoring and evaluation to conf irm these claims. Drawing
on an i nternational workshop, PLA Notes 31 shares experiences
of participatory moni toring and evaluation representing a range
of purposes, organizational contexts, approaches and methods.
In addition, an overview “ Tracking Change Together” draws on
the di scussions at the workshop and other l i terature, and share s
key i nnovations, practical i ssues and emerging challenges.

III. MOVING FORWARD
PARTICIPATORY APPROACHES ATTEMPT to bring together diff erent disciplines to promote an integrated vision of livelihoods and
well-being. But many of the articles in PLA Notes come from experiences in the rural environment, particularly the natural resource
sector. Practitioners working in an urban context or crossing the
rural-urban divide are encouraged to share their experiences within
the PLA Notes network and promote a cross-fertilization of ideas,
methods and approaches.
Tools and methods were the original focus of participatory app roaches, such as rapid rural appraisal and participatory rural appraisal, and the early issues of PLA Notes ( including the special issue on their use in the urban context) . A review of the content of PLA
Notes over the last few years suggests that there is still great interest
in methodological innovation. However, increasing emphasis is placed
on participation as a process, exploring the policy environment, the
institutional context and critically reviewing the outcomes. What is
clear is that participation is not a panacea for community development nor is it a substitute for thorough preparation, long-term planning, constructive dialogue and sustained interaction. Participatory
tools and methods can only initiate what should be a long but mutually beneficial process of joint analysis, critical ref lection and capacity-strengthening f or both insiders and outsiders.
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